Engineered Rigging President Christopher Cox to Discuss
Alternative Rigging Equipment at SC&RA Workshop
RUSSELLVILLE, ARKANSAS, September 12, 2016 — Engineered Rigging President
Christopher E. Cox, P.E., will be a featured speaker at the Specialized Carriers &
Rigging Association’s (SC&RA’s) 2016 Crane & Rigging Workshop. Cox will share
insight into innovative ways to safely transport massive loads.
The 2016 Crane & Rigging Workshop takes
place September 21–23 at the Gaylord
National Harbor in Maryland, and Cox will
present his session titled “Rigging with
Alternative
Equipment”
on
Thursday,
September 22 at 10:30 a.m.
Cox was a natural choice to update workshop
attendees on the pioneering alternatives
available for maneuvering large loads in
space-constrained environments. With 20
years of engineering experience, Cox has
developed solutions, including several patentpending designs, for clients spanning the
power, steel and construction industries. He is
a licensed professional structural engineer in multiple states.
As president of Engineered Rigging, he leads a team of engineers, fabrication
facilities and dedicated fleet to deliver highly innovative heavy lift and transport
solutions with safety, efficiency and cost effectiveness at the forefront of its
designs. Engineered Rigging’s solutions include the Pipe Modular Lift System
(PMLS), which eliminates the hazards of suspended loads by employing a platform
that mechanically raises and lowers heavy cargo via a system of structural
elements, and the Power Slide System, which uses skid shoes powered by
hydraulic push/pull cylinders to move loads over high-strength flat-topped track
sections.

“Christopher Cox will explore countless strategies to accomplish rigging using
different types of equipment — some you may have never considered. This
session will highlight innovative and creative options for your next job, including
forklifts, jacking systems and self-propelled modular transporters. Don’t limit
yourself and your net returns — discover a wider range of new possibilities!” said
SC&RA of the session.
In addition to Cox’s presentation, Engineered Rigging will exhibit its innovative
assortment of heavy lift and transport solutions in Booth 51 on Thursday,
September 22 from 11:30 a.m. – 2:30 p.m.
About Engineered Rigging
Engineered Rigging provides innovative heavy lift, transport and engineering
solutions to a wide range of industries. The company leverages decades of
experience and a wealth of technical expertise to overcome the most complex
logistical challenges. For more information, visit www.EngineeredRigging.com.
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